From “The Book of Aliens”
Agharians (Aghartians) –tunnels under the Gobi desert
Alpha Draconians – been here a long time. Want to retake the Earth for their own
These ones are the problem and keep technology from the human population
Altairians – reptilians – in constellation Aquila
Amphibians – similar to Saurians or Reptiloids, semi-aquatic
Anakim – the Giants 9-12 ft in height – Western North America
Andromedans – the council has ordered all ETs to leave our space
1833 reptilians on our planet, 18,000 greys underground and on the Moon
have been manipulated by ET for over 5700 years
Anunnaki - ??? Nimrod, from Sumer?
Antarctican – Aryans, worked with the Nazis, in Antarctica, the New Berlin. As early
as 1933, agreement with Illuminati, brought into America by CIA and Operation
Paperclip
Antaries – affiliated with Montauk Project, they look human,
Arcturians – one of most advanced civilizations in our galaxy
(thinkaboutitdocs.com.arcturians
Atlans – humans, benevolent, beneath Southern Brazil area
Afim – from constellation Lyra, small and blue, spotty skin, don’t need oxygen, their
atmosphere is mostly hydrogen, ,they study humans and can be invisible when next
to humans
Alcohbata – aggressive race, from constellation Perseus, have over 5,000 ships, a
parasite race. They abduct humans. Believed to have been involved in airline
crashes (flight 007 over Russia in 1983
Allamuluk-Strat-63 – from Jupiter, technically extremely advanced, they and ships
are invisible
Ainanna – what we call Martians, come from constellation Gemini, they mine on
Mars

Ak-Gruualix – from constellation Cetus, look like reptilians but aren’t, up to 6 ft tall,
can live up to 350 years, more than two genders (20 other races also like this)
Akart – comes from constellation Sextans, crashed on Earth, have the fastest ships of
all alien races
Airk – come from constellation Ophiuchus, peaceful, mostly nocturnal, only use
Earth as a stop on the way to somewhere else
Alabram – similar to us but with enlarged diaphrams and lungs because oxygen on
their planet is so weak, telepathic, get information through osmosis
Baavi – look like typical blondes, can walk among us without being recognized, live
several centuries
Bernarians – in habit the Bernard’s Star system (near Jupiter?)
Bootians (Salamani Confederationi) – from constellation Bootes, malevolent
towards humans, part of the Orion group, reptilian-like, originated from the
Draconian reptilians, eat human flesh, in DUMBS, working with Greys and
Draconians to take over the Earth
Burrowers – capable of burrowing through the Earth, really ugly, have a very
sensitive bio sensing system
Blue People (The Blues) – translucent skin, large almond-shaped eyes, told the US in
1947 not to deal with the greys as it would lead to disaster. They eventually aligned
with the Hopi Indians
Buttahs – related to nightmares, abductions and the taking of small children,
powerful, aggressive beings
Celians (Tau Cetians) - tan-skinned humans, similar to Caucasians, slightly pointed
ears. Allied with Pleiadians
Chameleon – reptilians who can look human, shapeshifters, bulge-eyed with
reptilian skin behind their disguise
Chirons – hexapods, two arms and four legs, eradicated their race in a nuclear war,
but have rebuilt
Deros – underground species, (led to stories of leprechauns and trolls, cannot be
trusted, hatch from large eggs, believe they will take over the planet one day, grow
to seven feet and are extremely obese, not very intelligence, abduct humans for
reproduction

Kurs = note supposed to be here (written notes)
Dracos – reptilians, from Draco constellation, want complete control over the Earth.
One of the most advanced technological species, white-skinned are like kings or
generals, high ranking ones can become invisible, 3 bases on Earth, Bermuda
triangle, off the coast of Denmark and off the coast of New Zealand
Dorsay - come from Cassiopeia, small 0.5 of a metre, eat other aliens as well as
humans, at least 4 billion years old
Dries – height about 2.5 metres, human abductions for reproduction, come from
third star in the constellation Cetus, supposed to reveal themselves in 2022
El-Manouk – come from constellation Grus, one of the most peaceful races,
Elffaf – come from constellation Bootes, resemble the greys, 4 genders, benevolent,
Ellina (the Elves) – pranksters who like to scare humans
The Council of Five – Orela, Egarot, Ginvo, Redan, Emerther, they protect the Earth
and humans, they’ve apparently been protecting the Earth for millions of years
Notes: Annunaki interference with humans, tampered with DNA, when we were
primates
X-1Z – only sighted two times on Earth, can shapeshift as many as four times in ten
seconds. They perform abductions and perform medical experiments
X5-Tykut – created by the race Maitre in order to be used a slaves, can live forever
as they’re not organic, there are less than 300
2017 – have only contracted humans one time, in USSR in 1935, tall, blonde, smell
like flowers, they travel using worm holes
Felines – one of the two primary races in our universe, temperment is warm,
sanguine, intellectual, elders are revered, from planet Avyon, Lyra constellation, as
they age, turn from a golden brown colour to white. A human is one of the two
rulers
Solipsi Rai (greys) – from constellation Cignus, peaceful and harmonious race. One
main leader and name is Martin, civil is 2 billion years old
Notes: the alien race ‘Jefok’ killed JFK

Gizan – related to Pyramids in Ancient Egypt, they dress like ancient Egyptians,
apparently caves under Pyramids and have ties to US government, mystery
surround these folks
Graysli – as tall as humans, covered with soft, silky hair, they have two home planets
in the Virgo star system, visited 3000 years ago, been to the Earth 12 times, only six
per ship
The Invisibles – from constellation Mensa, almost completely invisible, leave a sour
smell when near, can see their reflection in windows, dogs can bark when they’re
around
Iguanoids – 4-5 feet tall, with Iguana-like appearance, sometimes wear blackhooded monk robes, have tails, reported as being extremely dangerous, use black
witchcraft, sorcery, and other forms of mind control
Indugutk (Tall Whites) – have base on the Moon where the mine unknown
materials, are in constant contact with officials of Russian, China, and USA, can
shape-shift into human form, known as Men in Black
Jighantik – from constellation Horologium, allied with Maitre, have sporadic contact
with Earth, been visiting for 3,000 years, considered violent by oher races
Jefok – from constellation Indus, known as peace-makers, very advanced
technologically, met with JFK three weeks before killed, have not been seen since
Kalenia – from constellation Aquila, star Tarazed, life span of 150 years, seen in
Africa, north Sahara region, main interest here is minerals
Killimat-Arr (K-Qrr) – from constellation Crux, US and Russia have a radar system
to spot them when on Earth, only been spotted 8 times, usually in area of Bermuda
Triangle,
Killy-Tokurt – from constellation Vela, grow up to 6 feet, live up to 200 years, they
can shape shift, but can’t change the shape and colour of their eyes, they abduct
humans,
Kurs (Gods of Lands) – come from planet Dillimuns, believed related to Anunnakis,
were involved in development of human race in early stages, they spend time
immersed in a precious gold-like liquid that may extend their life-span, have
recently returned to Earth and plan to stay here permanently, will be important in
future
Lyran – come in all shapes and sizes, also a red-haired giant race with rather large
features, devolved into factions that created a war and destroyed their society, could
be looked at as our galactic cousins,

Lang – come from constellation Coma Berenices, have three home planets and have
colonized ten, small, grow to 70 centimetres, this race started the stories about
elves, have abducted humans (but this is in dispute)
Maitre – two home planets in constellation Megopei, sam height as humans, are
hermaphrodites with a life span of 120 years, have colonized 26 planets, have
abducted 3,000 human males openly, considered parasites, have been here at least
200 times, want to colonize Earth, but that hasn’t happened
Moovianthan- Kayphik (Shining Ones) – come from constellation Valpecuta, have
met with at least two presidents, supply some technologies to humans in exchange
for the freedom to conduct abductions, have bases in Tibet and Siberia
NOTES – Pope replaces in 2013, humans can’t become an interstellar power until
they unit and form one society governed by peace, Mars Colony Corporation was set
up in 1974-75. We were on Mars the first time around the mid 60s
Mythilae – from constellation Serpens, once related to reptoid species, they are not
reptilians, no threat to humans, often seen around Antarctica,
The Messengers – the most enigmatic of all alien races, visit Earth every 300 years,
don’t reveal themselves and don’t make direct contact with humans, they leave
drawings on rocks and monuments, ship at tear-drops in shape, silver in colour,
Nagas – also referred to as Reptoids, Reptiloids, Reptons, Lizard Men, Large-Nosed
Greys, play a part in history of Tibet and India, 7-8 feet tall of various colours,
crocodile-like skin, green in colour, lost a battle long ago with another race and were
driven underground, developed space technology, a long history here on Earth
Nordics – blonde, blue-eyed, angular faces, almost identical to humans, planets are
extremely hot and dry and have low oxygen content, have larger lungs than us and
copper-based blood, eyes protected by inner lids, can see into ultraviolet range,
have only 28 teeth (lack molars), heads are longer than humans,
Negamak (Gnomopo) – they abduct humans and exercise control over their minds
and use them for their own benefit after their release, one of the oldest races, this is
the race that most human governments fear, was the race that was inspiration for
race in “Independence Day”
The Orange – mostly below southern Nevada, northern Mexico, and possibly Utah, a
human race with stalky yellow, red or orange hair OR a genetically-altered,
humanoid-reptiloid strain or hybrid, have human-like reproductive organs,
Pleiadians – come from solar systems around the Pleiadies stars, associated with
spiritual growth, can grow up to 8 feet in height, they practice “sex culivation,” the

distinct difference between their sexual expressions and their sensual emotions,
ships are known as “beamships,” one of the oldest known races, they have a higher
spiritual state
Puritav-Illumu (Nosyv-7) – origin is unknown, sighted in Oregon area, interested in
Earth’s oceans and have underwater ships, are peaceful and noctural,
Rak – this is the race that least visited Earth that we know of, visited the middle east
and started the idea of genies, stopped visiting because their immune systems could
not cope with Earth’s flora and fauna,
Ramay – come from constellation Auriga, very peaceful race, created the Mayan
civilization, by placing humans from different place on Earth into South America,
they are a race of scientists, left at the height of Mayan culture, then Mayan started
blood sacrifices
Smad – come from constellation Battleray, ships have a conial shape, resemble
human in appearance, have only six ships left, very interested in our religious
beliefs, they are a race in decline,
Strom – come from constellation Ursa Minor, are invertebrates and coelenterates
(acquatic), average height two metres, have been here at least 200 times, very
cautious, rarely seen by humans, ships have shape of octagon,
Sirians (Sa.AM) – were seeded and arrived much later than Aryans, younger star
race, but much older than mankind, apparently a wolf/reptilian species with cat-like
features, have golden brown, dark, or red manes, likenesses appear in Sumerian
tablets. Their bodies on Earth are not their real ones, clones to blend in better with
humans,
Tarice – origin is unknown, often seen near, or flying by volcanoes, indentifies by
exquisite nature of their ships, have never contacted humans, no reports of violence
or abductions, they don’t try to hide
Tisar–3 – origin is unknown, reports say it takes them 2 Earth years to get here,
survivors of an extinct Reptoid race, don’t have same technology and knowledge of
other races, have some human characteristics, such as skin, two were captured on
Earth and are believed to be held in the South Pacific
Tengri-Tengri – come from planet Tengri, star system F-1342, live underground and
have a population on 10 million, don’t need water or an atmosphere to survive, have
one ship that can accommodate 5 million, have had contacts with human
governments throughout history

NOTES – the number of people living on different planets is about 340 billion,
humanity will change more in the next 20 years than in all of human history, (Earth
approaching 8 billion.
Tanzany – come from constellation Perseus, can live up to 500 years and are around
1.7 metres tall, technologically extremely advanced, they have caused perhaps
millions of deaths on Earth and on other planets, on race say they caused crashing of
the Hindenberg and sinking of the Titanic, they are avoided by other races,
Telosian – tall blonde inhabitants of a re-established network underground
throughout western states and concentrated around northern California. May have
loose contact with the Pleiadians, they are Earth natives that possess interstellar
vehicles, Telos is a Greek word meaning uttermost or purpose, seem to have ancient
ties with neo-Mayan tribes and many may possess a Greco-Mayan ancestry, they
have dealings with extraterrestrials in Arcturus, Sirius, and Saturn.
The Teros – a subsurface race that usually keep the Deros in check, were the original
tribe of the Lunarians, who came to Earth to dwell below the surface, they are
referred to as the Sunaynana, meaning “The Yearly Ones.” The Deros were for
disagreeable people and the Teros for agreeable people. Teros came from the planet
Jomon, in the star constellation Arcturus, which is in the Bootes constellation.
Arcturus is the red giant, the fourth brightest start in the heaven. The Sunaynana
have 49 chromosomes instead of the normal 46. Mating with humans can cause a
defect of 47 chromosomes, which we refer to as Down’s Syndrome. The Teros bored
further into the Earth (inner Earth?) to keep their sanity. Because of cross-breeding,
the Teros took on different forms, some look to human they can come to the surface
and not be noticed. Most of the legends of leprechauns and trolls derive from this
species.
The Ummites – humans that hail from the area or Wolf 424, some 14 plus light-years
from the Earth, like the Lyrans-Pleiadians, said to be Scandinavian in appearance,
reportedly work closely with the Vegan humanoids,
Vegans – relatively peaceful and gentle humans, now living in the Pleiadies, Wolf
424 and elsewhere, often described as “dark-skinned Orientals” similar to residents
of India. Vega was one of the first Lyran civilizations to develop a unique and
cohesive identity, which helped seed and colonize a number of systems, including
Altair, Centauri, Sirius, and Orion. A (standard) Grow 6-7 feet tall, darker skin, nonCaucasian, black hair, very large eyes, with dark pupil and iris, and one lid, blood is
green. B non-human type Vegans, humanoid or mammal, appearance more reptilian,
skin is dark, sometimes green or brownish tinge,
Venusians – surface colonies on Venus allegedly exist in bio dome cities, while
others live in the anti-matter counterpart of Venus, which in the “alternate universe
is part of a 12 planet alliance called the Koklasian alliance. Have colonized the antimatter universe, which they call the DAL universe. When they choose to take

physical shape, they look like Earth’s Nordic races. They are one of the eldest races
in our solar system and are members of the Galactic Council. The White Sands
Incident.
Vinnitvary – come from constellation Pavo, and are vegetarians, very respected and
peaceful race with mystical powers, can live up to 2,000 years, height similar to
humans,
Zeta Reticulai (Shamtbhala) – appearance similar to race Maitre and Solipsi Rai (the
Grays), come from constellation Nets. Allies of the Anunnaki and cooperate with
them on different planets. Anunnaki created another sub-species of the Zeta, with
the purpose of making them look more human. They became some of the Pharoahs
of Egypt. The most well-known was Akhenaten, who was removed by reptilians.
They were the first hybrids to be engineered by the Anunnaki. The sex organs of the
sub-species are the same as humans, they still exist on Earth in all forms, but
location is unknown.

